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Yoel Elitzur

Rav Šāmaʿ  Beqāl

The name of the sage רב שמעיה בקלנבו, which appears twice in the printed 
versions of the Babylonian Talmud, has a number of variants in the MSS, 
such as ר' שמעון ,רב שמוע, and ריש לקיש. Although there are reliable witnesses 
for the form found in the printed versions, the author is inclined to prefer 
the versions רב שמע בקל or רב שמיע בקול, found in geonic responsa and 
the commentary of Rabbenu Hananel. The meaning of the name is ‘he 
who hearkens or listens’ – to God or to his parents or teachers. Another 
possibility is that שמע בקל is an abbreviated theophoric name, meaning 
‘May the almighty listen to him’.

Alexey (Eliyahu) Yuditsky

Were Spanish Jews Familiar with the Babylonian 
Tradition of Hebrew?

A Reexamination of the Hebrew Transcriptions 
of the Glossary from the Ripoll Monastery

Basing himself on the Hebrew transcriptions of the Ripoll glossary, Shlomo 
Morag has argued that the Jews in Spain were familiar with the Babylonian 
tradition of the Hebrew language. The present paper is an attempt to 
demonstrate that these transcriptions are, in fact, nothing but citations 
of Jerome’s Liber	de	Nominibus	Hebraicis, which was written in Palestine 
in the fifth century C.E. Accordingly, the Hebrew transcriptions found 
in the Ripoll glossary cannot be used as evidence for the familiarity of 
Spanish Jews with the Babylonian tradition of Hebrew.
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Bernard Septimus

On ח"מ/ה"מ Interchanges

This study expands on the observation of Y. N. Epstein that weak and 
geminate ח"מ and ה"מ roots often interchange when indicating varieties 
of emotional agitation: dismay on hearing of a death, mournful lament, 
obsessive greed, hotheaded zeal, or sexual excitement. This sort of interchange 
underlies some puzzling midrashic readings. Thus Sifre	Deut. (no. 321) 
takes בהמות (Deut. 32:24) to mean, ‘because of fervor [to sin]’. Similarly, 
a Geniza reading at b.	Sotah 36b takes כהיום (Gen. 39:11) to mean, ‘at a 
moment of sexual excitement’, and thus concludes that Joseph, like Mrs. 
Potiphar, was initially ardent for sin (שניהם לדבר עבירה נתחממו). Something 
of this formulation may survive in the Qurʿānic retelling (12:24): “And she 
was ardent for him (hammat bihi) and he was ardent for her (hamma	bihā)”.

Avi Shmidman

as ‘Light’ in Early Piyyut דהר

The Hebrew root דהר, although attested only twice in the Bible, occurs 
frequently in early Palestinian poetry. While the biblical usage of the root 
was limited to the context of galloping horses, the paytanim abstracted the 
term and expanded its semantic range. Zulay famously contended that, 
within piyyut, the term took on the meaning of height and exaltedness. 
In the article, I demonstrate that in many cases the paytanim were rather 
using it in the sense of ‘light’. After considering the possible grounds for the 
development of this alternate sense, I highlight a number of cases in which 
the paytanim playfully employed the root to underscore its multivalence.
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Nimrod Shatil

Classification of Derivations of Base + Affixes

Application of the plural form criterion to the products of this kind of 
derivation results in four classes: (a) blended suffixes (ʾiš-i ‘personal’); 
(b) blended prefixes (tat-ʾaluf, ‘brigadier general’); (c) suffixes that resemble 
a second word in a construct (dugman-ʿal, ‘super model’ [m.]); (d) prefixes 
that resemble a construct noun (ʾanše-cavaʿ – ‘army-men’). In addition, 
the article connects these classes and morphological categories.

Vered Saydon

Ḥašav – Ḥavaš?
A Comment on the Early Semantic Development 

of the Hebrew Verb Ḥašav

Some suggest that biblical ḥašav ‘think’ originated from ḥavaš ‘bandage’ 
and argue for a basic meaning of tying and binding. Their hypothesis is 
based on several biblical usages in which the form ḥ-š-v refers to the act 
of weaving and combining. According to this hypothesis, the verb ḥašav 
underwent an early process of metaphoricization in which physical binding 
became mental, abstract. Modern metaphorical Hebrew usages such as 
rakam	toxniyot (‘embroider/weave plans’) seem to support this assumed 
development.

Aharon Berberian

New Evidence and an Interpretation :ִתשבחות/תּושבחות

An analysis of new findings from Hebrew liturgical poetry, from an Aramaic 
piyyut, and from a Geniza manuscript of the Palestinian Targum proves 
that the word תשבחות vocalized with a ḥiriq under the taw appeared 
first in Hebrew in Palestine, was absorbed very early in Aramaic, and 
was pronounced with the vowel i after the initial taw. The spelling and 
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pronunciation with shuruq after the initial taw appeared only later in 
Babylonia and spread through the Jewish world with the dissemination 
of the Babylonian rite.

Zohar Amar

David Talshir, Living	Names:	Fauna,	Places	and	Humans (Asuppot, 6), 
Jerusalem: Bialik Institute, 2012, 307 pp.

This anthology offers a representative selection of the scholarly endeavors 
of David Talshir. In my survey I note the author’s unique contribution to 
the study of names and their evolution. In his research Talshir accords 
decisive importance to philology in all matters concerning the identification 
of animals, and names in general. Special attention is here devoted to 
ancient traditions and consistency and their significance for determining 
the credibility of the identifications of the names, as in the case of the bat	
ya’ana	and the tanim.

Hezy Mutzafi

Shabo Talay, Neuaramäische	Texte	in	den	Dialekten	der	Khabur-Assyrer	
in	Nordostsyrien, Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 2009, 727 pp.

Shabo Talay’s research of the Christian Neo-Aramaic varieties spoken 
along the Khabur River in Syria refers to dialects which were originally 
spoken in the Hakkâri region of Anatolia, and have hitherto remained 
unknown or barely explored. The present collection of ninety-five texts in 
twenty-three different dialects makes an outstanding contribution to our 
knowledge of an area on the dialectological map of Neo-Aramaic which 
has thus far been largely uncharted territory.
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